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Tunisian Proverbs 

Part 1 
 

 
Tunisian Arabic transcript: 

  
�ل $#�ر ا ��س &'  ��0: ه78 . 56 034&12 0/.-',+ ب()$;  �تK@? زاد م� ه@H مE.F(ة B,C ا A@? ت+ارث.2�، ت+ارث2

��K0ر�4�ج: 56 ت ،��.6�Fج: 56 ث�ن.K@? نTU ا 5S زاد 0�B,C Q#R ا #,3ان اMخ(ى م103F  . ،)E 0-�5 اMم&�ل 4
� [,\  ] . ا ZAاY(، ا 'X(ب'@$6��.6�Fج: 56 ث��ت ت'( ب] ا34اث تK,@] ت/.;^( م&?  .اMم&�ل -0�4 5C�/6 �و C�3ن
�ت ت�B,C Q#R ا /.@+اس@+ن أ 5 ان\ 6@2�، B,C ا ;� : وM ا $+ن.�آT أ 5   $&@( مb اMم&�لC��ت ض;$] و سC�س
g#^ �امh و بh مH 56 ا 3ار، س�ي ه�ج وM م-�2� آ/( ا 3ن@� ا $? 0-�5 56 ا ;� : 0-�5 م&Uj k? صX@( . ان\ h@6 ب

�ه� خF  ،:-@#R ��م 6@2� ه78 هnnn 5 ا '&? أ j 5K'  5A0 5+ل nnn و ا '3اول ب] :@ � -0�BF  5 ا #F-: م� ثM. B.4 1ذانا
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24� nnn B,C ان\ تS+56 انh ا ;�ج: هC [08�3ه� F0)j: م-@�. ه+).Fت s;3 6$(ة ت�C k&م �: ب�ش nnn م&? و34 اخ( آ@'
 h5 ان\ ت-(ف ان�ه78 ه5 و 0- :F0)R �2� ب,'Cا [.F0356 ص Mو [F0356 ص ،tKS 56 ا u�Fول ت�ت.-'? و [�3C ت;

 h@R-1 تA�5 ان\ ت�0- hت�6)Eآ? وا34 4( 56 ت H'A�ت �� F0+م ب2� بF0)R: ان\ و8K.0 M ت;,@,] راY]، م@,C مZ,ت
��ء ك ك 0-�5 وس@,: ن2�Y@: وF0)j M: ن2@(k  \ج: ذ0] ه5ان�ف ا '&? أ 0 5�B,C Q#R ا ;� : ه78 ه12U  :@Y.  ،5 ا ;

7�SC 56 �52 4�ج: 030(ه.S0 5 ج: . أ�2�  (و4] 0-�5 ان\ ).2@\ 4�ج: وM 6$(ت4 5,'C ،�م� و 4#\ ت-',2
 ��د اخ(b0 آ@F+م+ ب2#C B,C ش� .3 اخ( F0+ل  ] آ/$/,h 0(جy uص,nnnh و )�h اخ( C�3ن� آ@x آ@x م&? و4ت,Zم2

�رات اخ(ى ^4 B,C z.U�5 0$+ن م�30ي 0-Zن ت+ن/5 ت�ا B اخ(7 ا B اخ(-0 )K  56 ،7�K  56 5( ب$? م�  h آ
�رات اخ(ى^4 bخ8 م�-0�0 ، 5�z.U ه+ 0$+ن ت+ر0,+ن )(5j 0-�5 اMص? ه+ ا /�س 0-�5 ب� 5 م� 0$+ن ا -0 3#

� @73 ه1 Fو ت hK0ر��h.6، اص,h، تFر ث+K  56 ��رات اخ(ى ام^4 B,Ch@6 +'$;0 ش�  . أ 5 ب
      

  
English Transcript: 

 
Old people use a lot of proverbs while talking, so this is an inherited thing. It is not 
limited to earlier generations or young generations. It means that the use of proverbs for 
us is a part of our culture and history. The same thing is valid for other countries: Egypt, 
Algeria, and Morocco… So, as I told you, the use of proverbs is a part of our culture. 
Sometimes you experience events that make remember a proverb. And we have a lot of 
Tunisian proverbs, those which can make you laugh… They can be describing precisely a 
situation or a context. For instance a kid whose parents are absent and he got out of 
control, breaking everything. In this case, the proverb I directly remember is: He found 
the place empty so he made the call to prayer in it. That means he found no one to tell 
him keep quiet… Don’t behave like this … Be a nice kid … He found the place empty so 
he made the call to prayer in it. He did whatever he wanted to do and whatever he had in 
mind. Another proverb: For instance you have an idea and you want to suggest this idea 
to other person. But you know that each person is free to do whatever he or she wants. 
You can give him or her opinion but you cannot make him do it like you would do it. 
The proverb describing this situation is: Whoever wants something, he should put it in his 
dinner. Do not make other people feel obliged to do it. We have another proverb that tells 
you: Make couscous for him and he will return to his origins. That means, no matter how 
much the person is tolerant and open to other cultures, in the end he will act as a 
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Tunisian, Algerian, Middle Eastern person. So the cultural origins and the history is the 
basis for the person’s behavior.    
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